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DEVIATIONS IN THE FRANKS-MISIUREWICZ CONJECTURE
ALEJANDRO PASSEGGI AND MARTI´N SAMBARINO
Abstract. We show that if there exists a counter example for the rational case
of the Franks-Misiurewicz conjecture, then it must exhibit unbounded deviations
in the complementary direction of its rotation set.
1. Introduction
After the seminal result due to M. Miziurewicz and K. Ziemian [MZ89] proving
that the rotation set of a lift F : R2 → R2 of a homeomorphism homotopic to the
identity f : T2 := R2/Z2 → T
2 given by
ρ(F ) =
{
lim
i
Fni(xi)− xi
ni
: xi ∈ R
2, ni ր +∞
}
is a compact convex set, a theory has been developed. Many authors have con-
tributed with different articles which mostly can be classified under two different
focus: (i) assuming shapes (point, segments, non-empty interior) for the rotation
set, derive dynamical properties (see for instance [Fra89, Fra88, MZ91, LM91]), (ii)
try to find which convex sets are rotation sets (see for instance [Kwa95, BdCH16]).
Concerning point (ii) there is a long-standing conjecture due to Franks and Mis-
iurewicz [FM90] which claims the following: if a non trivial interval I is attained as
a rotation set then:
• if I has irrational slope, one end-point is rational,
• if I has rational slope, it contains a rational point.
For the irrational case, A. Avila presented a smooth counter example in 2014 (still
not published) which is minimal. For the second case there have been important
progress in the last years. In [KPS16] it is shown that there can not be a minimal
counter example. In fact it is proven that a counter example for this case can not be
an extension of an irrational rotation, and then using the results of Kocsard [Koc16]
and Ja¨ger-Tal [JT16], one concludes that a minimal example should be an extension
of an irrational rotation, so it can not exist.
In this article, improving [JT16], we show that a possible counter example must
exhibit unbounded deviations in the complementary direction of the supporting line
of the interval ρ(F ). This turns to be quite suggesting as it is shown in several
cases that having two different rotation vectors, is an obstruction for deviations
[Da´v16, CT15].
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1.1. Precise result. We call by Homeo0(T
2) the family of homotopic to the identity
toral homeomorphisms. The rotation set is defined above. Let ρ(F ) be a non-trivial
segment contained in a supporting line {p+ λv}λ∈R, the perpendicular deviation of
f is given by the (possibly infinite) value
dev⊥(f) = sup
x∈R2
{d(pr⊥(n · ρ(F )),pr⊥(F
n(x)− x))}
where pr⊥ : R
2 → v⊥ is the projection on a unitary element of v⊥, and d(·, ·) is
euclidean distance in v⊥. We prove the following result.
Theorem. Assume f is a counter example for the rational case of the Franks-
Misiurewicz conjecture. Then it has infinite perpendicular deviation.
1.2. Strategy. As explained in [KPS16], in order to obtain the result above, we
can just work with vertical rotation sets. So we must show
Theorem 1.1. Assume that for a lift F of f ∈ Homeo0(T
2) we have ρ(F ) = {α} ×
[ρ−, ρ+] where ρ− < ρ+, α ∈ Qc. Then f has unbounded horizontal deviation.
In this last sentence unbounded horizontal deviation stands for the value dev⊥(f)
being infinite when ρ(F ) is vertical.
For proving Theorem 1.1 we suppose a counter example with bounded horizontal
deviations is possible, and then by improving [?] we get that this counter example
would be an extension of an irrational rotation. This is absurd since [KPS16].
2. Topological results
We consider the torus given by T2 = R2/Z2 and piT2 : R
2 → T2 the covering map.
The annulus is given by A = R2/∼ where (u, v) ∼ (r, s) iff u = r and v − s ∈ Z. We
have the natural covering maps pi : R2 → A and p : A → T2. In R2 we name the
projection over the first coordinate by pr1, and over the second coordinate by pr2.
An annular continuum in A is a continuum so that its complements is given
by exactly two unbounded connected components. A circloid in A is an annular
continuum which is minimal with respect to the inclusion. In this article we call
annular continuum in T2 to p(A) where A ⊂ A is an annular continuum and p|A is
a homeomorphism. A circloid in T2 is an annular continuum which is minimal with
respect to the inclusion.
Back in A we can define a partial order in the annular continua. Given an annular
continua A ⊂ A we have two unbounded components in its complement. We call
U+(A) to the one whose lift has a projection under pr1 without upper bound, and
by U−(A) to the complementary one. For two annular continua A,B in A we say
A precedes B iff B ⊂ cl[U+(A)], or equivalently A ⊂ cl[U−(B)]. We denote this by
A  B.
Consider the following situation which we call by (S) along this article: C1, C2 are
circloids in A, and A ⊂ A is an annular continuum so that:
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• C1 ∩ C2 6= ∅;
• C1  A  C2;
• C1 6⊂ A, C2 6⊂ A;
The second and third item implies that C1 6= C2. Moreover, for this setting we
have that any connected component of C1 ∩ C2 must be inessential and contained in
A, and the same holds for C1 ∩A and A∩C2. Furthermore, if we consider C˜1, C˜2 and
A˜ be lifts of C1, C2 and A respectively, and the family
CC = c.c.(C˜1 ∩ C˜2) ∪ c.c.(C˜1 ∩ A˜) ∪ c.c.(A˜ ∩ C˜2)
then there exists K0 > 0 so that
sup
X∈CC
{diam(pr2(X))} < K0.
We introduce now a definition. Given a sub-continuum Z ⊂ A˜ and X ∈ c.c.(C˜1 ∩
C˜2) we define the vertical homotopical intersection number of Z and X by
ν(X,Z) = #{v ∈ {0} × Z : X + v ⊂ Z}.
Our goal is to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. Let X ∈ c.c.(C˜1 ∩ C˜2) and (Zn)n∈N be a sequence of sub-continua
contained in A˜ with diam(Zn)→ +∞. Then, ν(X,Zn)→ +∞.
Before we proceed with the proof we introduce some useful definitions and results.
Given two continua X and Z in R2 we say that X is K-centered with respect to Z
if pr2(Z) \ pr2(X) consists in the union of two disjoint intervals both having length
larger than K.
Given a continuum Z in R2 we say that a continuum Y is K-virtually to the right
of Z if it is K-centered w.r.t. Z and there exists a pair of disjoint vertical half-lines
r, s so that:
• pr2(r) is bounded bellow and pr2(s) is bounded above;
• r meets Z only at it starting point r0 which verifies pr2(r0) = maxpr2(Z);
• s meets Z only at it starting point s0 which verifies pr2(s0) = min pr2(Z);
• Y is contained in the closure of the connected component of R2 \ s ∪ Z ∪ r
whose first projection is unbounded to the right.
Note that for any continuum Z of R2 it always can be considered such a two half-
lines r, s, and that s ∪ Z ∪ r defines a unique connected component R whose first
projection is unbounded o the right and a unique connected component L whose
first projection is unbounded to the left. The analogous definition can be considered
for K-virtually to the left. Before presenting a proof for the proposition we state a
lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Assume we have two sequences of planar continua (Yn)n∈N and (Ln)n∈N
so that Yn is an-virtually to the left of Ln with an →n ∞, and L
′ = limH pi(Yn),
L = limH pi(Ln) are annular continua. Then L
′  L.
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Proof. Suppose that L′ 6 L for an absurd. Then we can construct a curve Γ :
[0,+∞) → A whose image is contained in U+(L), starting at a point x0 ∈ L
′ and
so that Γ(t)→t→+∞ +∞. Thus we can take a lift Γ˜ of Γ starting at a lift x˜0 of x0,
which is contained in U+(L˜). Moreover, we can assume that pr2(Γ˜) is bounded.
On the other hand, we can consider vertical integer translations Y ′n ⊂ L˜
′ of the
elements Yn so that Y
′
n∩B(x˜0, εn) 6= ∅ with εn →n 0. We claim that this implies the
existence of n0 ∈ N such that for all n ≥ n0 some integer vertical translation L
′
n of Ln
must meet B(x˜0, εn): for this we pick n0 so that an is larger that diam(pr2(Γ˜))+2εn.
Thus by taking L′n for all n ≥ n0 so that Y
′
n is an-virtually to the left of L
′
n, as Y
′
n
is contained in the region to the left of r ∪ L′n ∪ s (r, s half lines of the definition of
virtually to the left ) with (r ∪ s) ∩ (Γ˜ ∪B(x˜0, εn)) = ∅, we must have
(Γ˜ ∪B(x˜0, εn)) ∩ L
′
n 6= ∅,
and we are done with the claim.
Hence, we have that x˜0 ∈ L˜, so x0 ∈ L, which concludes.

Proof of Proposition 2.1. Assume for a contradiction that we have someX ∈ c.c.(C˜1∩
C˜2) which does not satisfy the proposition. This implies that we can construct a se-
quence (Wn)n∈N given by integer vertical translations of some elements of (Zn)n∈N
so that:
(i) X is not contained in Wn, for any n ∈ N;
(ii) X is n-centered w.r.t. Wn.
We will arrive to a contradiction from this situation. As we are in the situation
considered above for C1, C2 and A, by taking subsequences, we have either the follow-
ing situation or the symmetric one: for every n ∈ N there exists a point xn ∈ X \Wn
so that it is n-virtually to the right of Wn.
Let us assume this situation, for the complementary one the symmetric argument
works. In this context we have the set s ∪Wn ∪ r as in the definition of virtually
to the right, and its right component R with xn ∈ R. We claim the existence of a
sequence of continua Ln ⊂ C˜1 verifying:
(1) Ln ∩B(xn,
1
n
) 6= ∅,
(2) Ln ⊂ R,
(3) diam(pr2(Ln)) >
n
2
− 1.
For this, we take a reference line Γ : (−∞, 0]→ U−(C1) from −∞ to B(pi(xn),
1
n
)
and lift it to a line Γ˜ in R2 with image in U− = pi−1(U−(C1)). We have that
Γ˜∩Wn = ∅ (abusing notation by calling the line and its image with the same name),
so diam(pr2(Γ˜ ∩R)) >
n
2
. Moreover Γ˜ ∩R is in a different connected component of
R\ C˜1 than U
+ = pi−1(U+(C1)), in the space R. This implies that some connected
component of C˜1∩R separates Γ from U
+ inR. Such connected component, contains
a continuum Ln as claimed.
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As the Ln constructed are in R, the right region of s ∪ Wn ∪ r, we have the
existence of a continuum W ′n ⊂ Wn which is
n
6
virtually to the left of Ln, with
diam(pr2(W
′
n)) → +∞: otherwise, we can construct another line Γ
′ joining −∞ to
Ln with Γ
′ ∩ (s ∪Wn ∪ r) = ∅, which contradicts Ln ⊂ R.
Taking subsequences we can assume that limH pi(W
′
n) = L
′ and limH pi(Ln) =
L = C1 both annular continua. In this situation, Lemma 2.2 implies that L
′  C1,
which under our hypothesis implies C1 ⊂ A, which is imposible.

We call bunch to any region cl[U+(C1) ∩ U
−(C2)] where C1, C2 are as considered
in the situation (S). An annular continuum A is strongly contained in a bunch
B = cl[U+(C1) ∩ U
−(C2)] if it is as in (S).
Corollary 2.3. Assume fˆ ∈ homeo0(A) lifts a toral homeomorphisms in f ∈
homeo0(T
2). Further asume that B is a bunch, A is an annular continuum strongly
contained in B, and Z ⊂ R2 is a planar continuum with pi(Z) ⊂ A so that fn(piT2(Z)) ⊂
p(A) for infinitely many positive integers n. Then, Z can not contain two points
having different rotation vectors for a planar lift F of f .
Proof. Fix a non-empty connected component X of C˜1 ∩ C˜2, where cl[U
+(C1) ∩
U−(C2)] and C˜1, C˜2 lifts C1, C2. Assume for a contradiction that Z contains points
having different rotation vectors.
Then pr2(F
n(Z)) → +∞, so we have by Proposition 2.1 that the number of
integer copies of X contained in Fn(Z) must be unbounded in n. This is imposible
for the lift F of a toral homeomorphism f and a planar continuum Z.

In view of this corollary, we now want the following result.
Proposition 2.4. Assume an annular continuum A ⊂ A is strongly contained in a
bunch generated by the cricloids C1 and C2. Then, if z1, z2 ∈ A are any two points
there exists a continuum Z ⊂ A˜ so that pi−1(z1) ∩ Z 6= ∅ and pi
−1(z2) ∩ Z 6= ∅.
Proof. Fix two lifts z′1, z
′
2 ∈ A˜ of z1, z2 respectively. It is easy to see that we can
construct two sequences of continua (Z1n)n∈N and (Z
2
n)n∈N so that
• z′1 ∈ Z
1
n and z
′
2 ∈ Z
2
n for all n ∈ N;
• diam(pr2)(Z
i
n)→∞ for i = 1, 2.
If X is any connected component of C1 ∩ C2 we have due to Proposition 2.1 that
for some positive integer n0 both numbers ν(X,Z
1
n) and ν(X,Z
2
n) are non-zero. As
X must be contained in A we are done.

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3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
In light of the result [KPS16] which forbids the existence of an extension of an
irrational rotation with a rotation set as in the statement of the Theorem 1.1, in
order to conclude is enough to prove the following intermediate result:
Theorem 3.1. Assume that for a lift F of f ∈ Homeo0(T
2) we have ρ(F ) = {α} ×
[ρ−, ρ+] where ρ− < ρ+, α ∈ Qc, and that f has the horizontal bounded deviation
property. Then, some finite cover of f is an extension of an irrational rotation.
Thus, by the mentioned result [KPS16], this can not exists. Our goal now is to
prove this last result.
We start by summarizing the constructions in [Ja¨g09, JT16]. Fix f ∈ Homeo0(T
2)
so that for some lift F we have ρ(F ) = {α} × [ρ−, ρ+] with ρ− < ρ+, α ∈ Qc, and
that f has the horizontal bounded deviation property. In the mentioned article the
authors find a family of circloids {Cr}r∈R of A having the following properties related
to a finite cover of f , which we keep calling f (and fˆ : A→ A to its lift):
(1) Cr  Cs whenever r ≤ s
(2) Cr ⊂ B(pi({r} × R), κ) for some uniform constant κ;
(3) fˆ(Cr) = Cr+α;
(4) p(Cr) is a circloid in T
2 for all r ∈ R.
(5) fn(p(Cr)) 6= p(Cr) for every r ∈ R and every positive integer n.
The key result in [Ja¨g09, JT16] (see also [JP15]) which allows the construction of
a semiconjugacy between f and an irrational rotation of angle α is the following.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that for some r0 ∈ R we have that f
n(p(Cr0))∩f
m(p(Cr0)) =
∅ whenever n 6= m, then f is an extension of an irrational rotation.
Thus, in order to prove Theorem 1.1, it is enough to see that for some r ∈ R the
circloid pi(Cr) is free. We assume from now on that for some r ∈ R the cricloid Cr is
not free, and construct an absurd throughout this section.
As Cr is not free, we have that Cr ∩ Cs 6= ∅ for some s ∈ R. We assume s > r
(for the symmetric case the same proof works). Thus, due to properties 1 and 5, we
have a bunch B = cl[U+(Cr) ∩ U
−(Cs)].
Furthermore, due to property 3 we have for some n1 and some n2 that f
ni(p(Cr))
is strongly contained in p(B) for i = 1, 2. This implies that we have for some r′ < s′
the following
Cr  Cr′  Cs′  Cs.
Define the bunch B′ associated to r′, s′ Thus, due to property 5, B′ is strongly
contained in the bunch B. Moreover, again due to property 3 and property 2, we
have:
(i) p(B′), . . . ,p(fˆ j0(B′)) covers T2, for some j0 ∈ N;
(ii) fn(p(B′)) is strongly contained in p(B) for every n contained in a syndetic
set I ⊂ N.
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Property (i) implies that we can find in any lift B˜′ two points b−, b+ having
rotation vectors (α, ρ+) and (α, ρ−) respectively. Furthermore, as B′′ si strongly
contained in B, Proposition 2.4 allows us to find a continuum Z ⊂ B˜′′ containing
points in the equivalence class of b− and of b+. But this situation together with
point (ii) implies a contradiction of Corollary 2.3.
Therefore, we obtain the desired absurd, which proves 3.1 and so 1.1.
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